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1. If we put
     temperature:=weather_data.temperature
     humidity:=weather_data.humidity
in make of class CURRENT_CONDITIONS
Will both of them do the aliasing with weather_data’s attributes? 

2. If wd.set_measurement(...) is called from clients, 
Will it automatically update because of the aliasing? 

3. If we just create a query to 
return weather_data.temperature and weather_data.humidity
And call the query in display
Isn’t it save time and space for updating?
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Weather Station: 
Testing 1st Design

WEATHER_DATA
temperature
pressure
humidity
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Weather Station: Testing the Observer Pattern

WEATHER_DATA
temperature
pressure
humidity
observers

wd
FORECAST

weather_data
fd

STATISTICS
weather_data

sd

CURRENT_CONDITION
weather_data

cc
why does passing “Current” inside 
the object’s constructor make 
sense? “Current” object is not 
technically made yet as it is still 
executing its “make” constructor?
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Can you give an example of how the implementation of <Event> will 
be if there are 2 `subjects`?

Event-Driven Design: Multiple Subjects

Case 1: Multiple instances of WEATHER_DATA
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Can you give an example of how the implementation of <Event> will 
be if there are 2 `subjects`?

Event-Driven Design: Multiple Subjects

Case 2: Multiple kinds of subjects: WEATHER_DATA, WEATHER_DATA_2
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Q1. If I understood it correctly, 
Methodhandler in Java or Procedure in Eiffel 
is a library class which helps us to store functions/features into 
an object so that they are easier to be stored and retrieved?

Q2. In terms of our quiz this week, do we need to 
study event-driven design in only Eiffel syntax 
or do we also have to study event-driven design in Java syntax too? 
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